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Miles from Home; Adrift in Babylon; The Great
Wall; The Magic of the Berg; The Lost World of
H.M.S.The present invention relates to a filling

level control device for a liquid supply container,
which is preferably used in the case where a

liquid to be supplied to a process tank or liquid
container is stored in a pressure container, or in

the case where a liquid to be supplied to a
process tank or liquid container is kept in a
pressure container that is charged with the

liquid. There has been known a technology for
controlling a filler level of a liquid to be supplied

to a process tank or liquid container in which
liquid is kept in a pressure container so as to

keep a predetermined filling level of the liquid.
For example, JP-B-7-78256 discloses a

technology which supplies a liquid to a process
tank and controls the filling level of the liquid in
the process tank such that the level is gradually
increased or gradually decreased in accordance
with an operation of a valve, while an overflow

of the liquid from the process tank is
suppressed. Moreover, JP-A-2010-221257
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discloses a technology for keeping a
predetermined filling level of a liquid to be

supplied to a process tank or liquid container in
a pressure container. A plug member such as a
sensor head is used in a state of being disposed
close to a hole portion of a plug, and the plug is
inserted into a through hole which penetrates a
pressure container. A float member such as a

bubble and a sensor is used as the sensor head,
and the float member is inserted to a lower part

of the plug, and the plug is inserted into the
through hole. Moreover, in a liquid supply

device, a recovery pump and a three-way valve
are used, and a level of a liquid to be supplied

to a process tank or a liquid container is caused
to vary by opening and closing the three-way

valve. As a method for estimating a flow
quantity of a liquid to be supplied from a liquid

supply device to a process tank or a liquid
container, there is a method for estimating a
flow quantity by using a previously measured

value and a liquid supply quantity. However, it is
necessary to measure a liquid flow quantity

every time when a liquid is supplied, a control
by a feedback control is not performed, and

there is a possibility that the control cannot be
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sufficiently performed. In the conventional
technology which controls the liquid supply to

the process tank or liquid container by using the
plug member or the float member as a sensor
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